Florent Ghys
Solo show: double bass, laptop, video
Tech Rider

Contact:
Florent Ghys

Duration: 20-60 minutes

Outputs:
Stereo audio (left-right) from audio interface
Video HDMI 16/9 60Hz

To Bring by the venue:
2 x 1/4” audio cables
2 x DI boxes (if needed)
1 x HDMI cable long enough to connect video projector to stage area
1 x video projector
1 x video screen or flat wall
No monitor needed

If the room is large:
1 x voice microphone (type SM58) + mic stand

Food/Meals:
Pescetarian options

Payment:
Venmo @ florent.ghys.com
PayPal @ florent.ghys.com
Chase QuickPay @ Florent Ghys
**FLORENT GHYS STAGE PLOT**

**Back of Stage**
- Screen
- Power Source
- Foot controller and pedals
- Upright Bass (no mic needed)
- Mic + Mic stand Type SM58 for talking

**Front of Stage**
- Audio Input 1: DI Left
- Audio Input 2: DI Right
- Video Input: HDMI - 16/9 - 60Hz
- No Monitor needed